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7.1 Introduction
Nucleic acids are flexible and highly charged polymers whose structure is
defined by the balance between opposite forces: strong phosphate–
phosphate electrostatic repulsions, attractive nucleobase–nucleobase interactions (stacking and hydrogen bonds), and solvent eﬀects, which on one
hand disfavour nucleobase interactions, but on the other, turn down electrostatic repulsion. Careful calibration of all these interactions is a great
challenge for theoretical approaches, which have to face and additional
challenge: the extreme size of these molecules. As an example, an average
human chromosome (if extended) measures around 5 cm, but is determined
by interactions between the building blocks at the angstrom scale. In other
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words, the study of nucleic acids implies a multiscale navigation: from 1010
to 102 m, i.e. an extreme challenge for any theoretical framework.1,2
We review here the current state of the art nucleic acid simulation
methods, including a few recent relevant examples of the type of information
that these methods can provide. The presentation of the methods will follow
a sequential order depending on the level of resolution used: (i) quantum
mechanical (QM) approaches, aiming to represent with electronic detail
systems with up to a few nucleotides, (ii) hybrid QM/MM methods mixing
QM description in a small part of the system and classical molecular
mechanics (MM) description in the rest, which are intended to explore
electronic details of a small portion of a nucleic acid in its molecular context,
(iii) methods based on classical atomistic force fields coupled to molecular
dynamics (MD) algorithms, which can represent reasonably large nucleic
acids (up to a few hundreds of nucleobases) in its solvent environment,
(iv) coarse-grain (CG) models, where atomistic detail is lost, allowing then
the exploration of larger systems, and (v) mesoscopic models, which at the
expense of an even larger simplification on the nucleic acid representation,
aim to capture large nucleic acid polymers. We will discuss the main directions
of advancement of the field, and the expectations for the future originated
from the development of more powerful hardware, the improvement in
simulation methods, the development of new multiresolution approaches and
the implementation of experimental data as inputs to guide simulations.

7.2 QM Methods
QM is the fundamental branch of physics that better explains the nature and
behaviour of matter on the atomic level, thus providing the best quantitative
information on molecules and their interactions. The consideration of QM
methods is strictly necessary to study processes depending on the electronic
structure, including catalytic, photophysical or spectroscopic properties that
cannot be described with classical MM.

7.2.1

Basic Methodological Description

Conventional QM approaches using wavefunction-based methods describe
the motion of individual electrons and their application implies the solution
of complicated mathematical expressions. These are typically known as
ab initio (from first principles of quantum mechanics) methods and include
a big number of approaches from simplest Hartree–Fock (HF) calculations,
Moller–Plesset (MP), configuration interaction (CI), coupled cluster (CC)
to multi-reference wavefunction methods like multi-configurational selfconsistent field (MCSCF), also called post-HF methods. All the latest improve
the HF description by considering electron-correlation eﬀects, thus providing the most reliable calculations. However, the added accuracy implies a
significant computational cost that makes impossible any application on big
systems and accordingly, these high-precision methods can only be used in
studies with reduced models of nucleic acids.
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An alternative to these computationally demanding methods arrived with
density functional theory (DFT), which is based on the assumption that any
property of the system can be derived from the spatial distribution of electrons, i.e. the electron density. This led to simpler approaches that provide
results of a similar quality to post-HF methods at a fraction of the computational cost. Taking all this together, DFT has emerged as a powerful tool
that is widely used, alone or in combination with post-HF methods to provide high precision results.

7.2.2

Examples of Use

Some groups have systematically applied high-level QM calculations to study
basic interactions on models of nucleic acids, as those by Hobza and Šponer.
Their work has provided benchmark datasets that are widely used in forcefield validations. Recent examples of works published by these groups include
the studies of complicated nucleic acid motifs as the Sarcin–Ricin internal
loop,3 detailed analysis of backbone rotamers in DNA4 and RNA5 and the
impact of ion polarisation on the stabilisation of certain quadruplexes.6,7
Using similar approaches Phan’s group characterised the guanine base
stacking in G-quadruplexes8 and Parker and co-workers estimate the energetic
components of base stacking and their relation with the helical parameters9
confirming that London’s dispersion forces are the most important attractive
components in base stacking, and that the backbone plays a non-negligible
role in determining good stacking geometries, especially for RNA. Nawort and
co-workers analysed the impact of the presence of 2 0 -thiouridine and its
degradation products in tRNA on the fidelity of the translation process,10 and
Brovarets and Hovorun described the double proton transfer of the G–C
Watson–Crick base pair, finding that it is a too rare event to have an important
role in spontaneous DNA mutation.11
Even though these high-level calculations have demonstrated the power of
QM to provide detailed information on nucleotide conformation and on
specific interactions between nucleotides, they also highlight the limitations
associated to the use of static reduced models of nucleic acids, the only
manageable today by means of high-level QM approaches (including DFT).
Some authors have used simpler, alternative QM approximations to consider
entire (small) nucleic acid molecules from a dynamic point of view. A recent
example is the Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) work by Arcella
et al. where they studied the dynamic changes in covalent topology in a small
DNA hairpin when subjected to electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry
(MS-ESI).12

7.3 Hybrid QM/MM
7.3.1

Basic Methodological Description

The size and conformational complexity of systems as nucleic acids demands for methods capable of treating, in a dynamical way, up to several
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thousand atoms and allowing for simulations over times scales that cannot
be achieved if just QM methods are considered.1 In that sense, hybrid
QM/MM schemes have become very popular to study chemical processes
depending on the electronic structure (i.e. where a QM description is
needed) in large systems untreatable by pure QM methods. The basic idea of
this methodology as conceived by Warshel and Levitt is to use a QM method
for the chemically active region and a MM treatment for the surroundings.13
In this way, the QM/MM approach enables the use of QM methods in biomolecules as solvated nucleic acids at a reasonable computational cost and
the necessary accuracy.
When more extensive conformational sampling is required, as for computing free energy barriers, eﬃcient QM methods are required. The latest
explains the popularity of semi-empirical Hamiltonians that are often recalibrated to study reactions involving nucleic acids. In that sense, semi-empirical
methods share the disadvantages of force fields since they perform best for
the kind of systems that were considered in the parameterisation process,
failing in other cases. Moreover, semi-empirical methods can reproduce
kinetic properties in catalytic studies, but the obtained results should be taken
with caution as calculated free energy surfaces can be distorted.14

7.3.2

Examples of Use

Among recent examples of semi-empirical QM/MM calculations applied to
nucleic acids we should cite the study of the catalytic mechanism of the
Human Flap Endonuclease (hFEN1),15 or the work by Tuñon’s group on the
mechanism of action of N6-adenosine methyltransferase.16 Other levels of
theory have been considered using a QM/MM scheme in catalytic studies.
An example is the study of intra-strand oxidative crosslink lesions in DNA
where the CPMD method was applied.17,18 On the other hand, Zhang and coworkers considered state-of-the-art QM(DFT)/MM Born–Oppenheimer MD
calculations to study the catalytic mechanism of the nucleotidyl transfer
reaction in human DNA polymerase kappa. The authors were able to explain
the bypass of major benzo(a)pyrene-derived dG lesion by the enzyme after
describing the activation of the 3 0 -OH primer terminus and the following
associative nucleotidyl transfer reaction.19 More recently, Rosta and coworkers used similar methodologies to study the diﬀerent reactivities of
Mg21 and Ca21 in the active site of Ribonuclease H1, and were able to
explain the calcium inhibition mechanism of the phosphodiester cleavage
reaction.20 According to their conclusions, Ca21 is less eﬃcient in the
activation of the nucleophilic water molecule, resulting in a dramatic loss of
the catalytic activity in Ribonuclease H1. Also in a recent paper Molina et al.
combined QM and QM/MM calculations with X-ray time-course data to
describe the catalytic mechanism of a restriction enzyme that hydrolyses
the double-stranded DNA.21 The authors described a two-steps reaction
mechanism, where the attacking water molecule is activated by the targeted
phosphate group to later protonate the O3 0 atom and break the
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phosphodiester bond. Palermo and co-workers have recently reviewed other
examples of similar studies that focused on enzymatic processing of nucleic
acids.22
There are fields others than reactivity where a QM level of description is
required, typically in combination to MM, either using a QM/MM scheme, as
explained before, or QM calculations on MM-derived ensembles. One of
these fields is the study of charge transfer (CT) in nucleic acids, a process
which might be relevant in DNA mutagenesis and repair, and that is of
paramount importance in the field of nucleic acid nanotechnology (consult
ref. 23 for a recent review). For example, Lech and co-workers studied the
eﬀective electronic coupling in diﬀerent G-motives using the semi-empirical
method INDO/S.24 In this study, the analysis of 1000 G-tetrad models built
from a MM MD-derived ensemble suggested that the G-tetrad orientation
plays a key role in the hole transport within the p-stacks. Bacolla et al.
also considered a MM-derived ensemble to perform multiple ionisation
potential (IPs) calculations at the QM(DFT)/MM level and studied the
sequence context-dependent mutagenesis at mononucleotide repeats (A-tracts
and G-tracts), finding evidences on the coupling of CT and mutagenicity.25
Some recent advances have been made in the methodologies to better
describe CT in biomolecules. It is worth mentioning the new multi-scale
method proposed by Kubař and Elstner, which combines a non-adiabatic
propagation scheme and a linear scaling QM approach in a QM/MM coupling framework.26 This approach, which implies an unbiased description of
the dynamics of electron transfer processes involving hundreds of quantum
atoms, was successfully applied to describe the hole transfer in a solvated
DNA oligonucleotide, opening new venues for the accurate representation of
CT in nucleic acids.
Another area of nucleic acid research where a quantum description is
strictly required is the prediction of spectroscopic properties. Some relevant
works on this area can be found in the scientific literature, where a combination of QM (DFT and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT)) and MM techniques is used to recover the UV absorption and electronic circular dichroism
(ECD) spectra of diﬀerent nucleic acid sequences, thus connecting the ECD
signals to specific structural patterns. As an example, Spata and Matsika
computed the UV absorption and ECD spectra of an adenine-based oligonucleotide, finding that mixing CT and excited states studies is essential to
explain photophysics in DNA.27 In another interesting study, Gatusso and
co-workers combined classical MD simulations with QM/MM calculations to
obtain the properties of excited states of single chromophores, then being
able to model the ECD spectra of diﬀerent double helix B-DNA sequences.28
Finally, the photophysical properties of nucleotides have also been under
investigation mostly due to its impact in defining the UV-damage of DNA. As
example, Zelený and co-workers performed QM(DFT)/MM surface hopping
dynamic calculations to study the photophysical properties of cytosine and
guanine.29 According to their results, there are significant diﬀerences in the
decay rates of the photo excited states corresponding to G and C.
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Interestingly, while the photo-deactivation of cytosine is not influenced by
the environment, major deactivation happens for G, which is explained by
the dramatic reduction of the out-of-plane motions of the NH2 group when
inserted in duplex DNA.29 In another recent work, D’Abramo et al. studied
the hyperchromic eﬀect in (dA)n  (dT)n at the QM(CASPT2/CASSCF)/MM
level of theory.30 They reported that denatured DNA exhibits an increase of
the absorbance with respect to double-stranded DNA since in the latest
context there is a lower delocalisation of the excitonic states. For further
details on this interesting topic we recommend a very recent and extensive
review by Improta and co-workers.31
Overall, pure QM and QM/MM methods are providing invaluable information on nucleic acids properties, impossible to obtain from other
theoretical or experimental approach. However, these approaches suﬀer the
limitations of the extreme cost of the QM calculations, limiting the size
of the system to be studied and forcing the use of classical approaches
(see below).

7.4 Atomistic Force-field Simulations
7.4.1

Basic Methodological Description

Force fields are a set of classical expressions that allow to obtain a simple
energy functional relating the given configuration of the system with its
energy. Within the force-field approximation, the electronic degrees of
freedom are not implicitly considered, but introduced parametrically in a
simplified way that requires previous knowledge of the studied system. For
example, in a QM calculation of a water molecule, the input file contains just
information on the nature of the atoms, and at most, a first guess of the
structure of the molecule. The calculation takes care of finding the optimal
electronic and nucleic spatial distributions, resulting in a nuclear geometry
where O and H atoms are at around 0.96 Å, and the H–O–H angle is around
104.5 degrees. The final electron distribution shows a significant density of
electrons located along the two O–H vectors, defining spontaneously the two
O–H chemical bonds. Furthermore, the optimised electron density shows
spontaneously the migration of electrons from the hydrogen to the oxygens,
resulting in a polar molecule. As a consequence, if the QM simulation is
repeated, but introducing not one, but two molecules of water, a strong
electrostatic interaction between oxygens and hydrogens would be spontaneously found, leading to the formation of the HOH    OH2 hydrogen
bond, where the two oxygens would remain at around 2.8 Å. This balances
the electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged oxygen and the
positively charged hydrogen, as well as the short-range repulsion between
the inner electronic shells of the interacting atoms. In summary, a QM
calculation provides all the information of a system by just looking at its
chemical composition. Force field based classical calculations require much
more information. In the water example, to reproduce its geometry we need
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to define the optimal O–H distance, and H–O–H angle, and some functional
determining the dependence of the energy with perturbations on distance
(stretching) and angle (bending). For a molecule with rotational degrees of
freedom (for example methanol) we would need to add additional parameterised terms accounting for the torsional energy profile. Finally, to reproduce the calculation of the water dimer (which was trivial from QM
calculations), we would need to add, at least, a Coulombic term to account
for the polar water–water interactions, and a dispersion–repulsion functional (usually a van der Waals term) to represent inner shell and nuclei–
nuclei interactions. This means that in addition to bond, angle and torsion
parameters we would have to assign point charges to represent the charge
distribution of the molecule, some measure of the inner shell volume (for
example the van der Waals radii), and a measure of the deformability of such
inner shell (the atom hardness). All in all, within the classical force field
approximation the energy of a system for a given nucleic configuration (R) is
expressed as:
E(R) ¼ Estretching þ Ebending þ Etorsion þ ECoulomb þ Evan de Waals

(7.1)

where each of these terms is computed by means of simple equations containing a myriad of parameters to represent, as well as possible, the properties of the molecules of interest. Determining simple, but accurate
functional forms and parameters for the terms in eqn (7.1) constitute the
greatest challenge in the area.
An intrinsic assumption of classical atomistic models is the ‘transferability’ of the force field so that the parameters defining a molecule (or a
molecular subsystem) can be used to represent it in diﬀerent environments.
This implies, for example, that the parameters of water optimised to represent pure water solutions, are assumed to be valid to represent also water
molecules in complex mixtures, or even the waters solvating macromolecules. Furthermore, when dealing with large molecules, such as proteins or nucleic acids, the ‘transferability’ assumption is extended to assume
that the macromolecular force field can be defined by the addition of the
individual force fields of building blocks (amino acids or nucleotides), which
are refined for the isolated building blocks and are used unaltered for any
kind of protein of nucleic acid.
To our knowledge, the first MD simulations of nucleic acids should be
credited to Michael Levitt, who collected the first picoseconds of atomistic
trajectories.32–34 In such initial studies the problems to keep structures
stable were evident. These problems highlight the challenges of the simulation of nucleic acids which are originated in the large magnitude of the
nucleotide–nucleotide interactions, especially of the phosphate–phosphate
repulsion, which generates strong forces producing instabilities in the
structure. The introduction of explicit solvent during the seventies and
eighties, as well as more accurate force fields and simulation protocols was
not suﬃcient to keep nucleic acid stable in the sub-nanosecond time scale.
Only when long-range electrostatic contribution was accurately introduced
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and coupled to a new generation of force fields, calculations remained stable
in the nanosecond time scale (for a historic view on the evolution of MD
simulations of nucleic acids we address the reader to previous
reviews).1,2,35–39

7.4.2

Force-field Refinements

The force fields developed in the late 90s (for example ref. 40) represented a
breakthrough in the field of MD simulations of nucleic acids, as they allowed
for the first time to collect equilibrated trajectories that sampled conformations of DNA and RNA not far from the experimental ones. However,
around 10 years ago, the increase in computer power uncovers the existence
of some force field errors which produced corrupted structures in the
B10 ns time scale.41,42 Re-parameterisation eﬀorts yielded to force fields
such as parmbsc0,42,43 which have been extensively used for ten years to
simulate a variety of nucleic acids in the multi-nanosecond and submicrosecond time scale.35 Unfortunately, as simulation approached to the
microsecond regime, some errors in third generation force fields become
evident: problems to reproduce some RNA folds, excessive terminal basepair fraying, under twisting of B-DNA, or dramatic problems to reproduce
several loop structures, among others.35,43–46 The correction of these problems implied the specialisation of force fields, which are now RNA- or DNAspecific, and the re-parameterisation of several torsional terms (e.g. ref. 46).
Decades of developments and applications have selected the CHARMM
and the AMBER families of force fields as the most prevalent ones for nucleic
acid simulations. The latest version of CHARMM (CHARMM36) corrected
several inaccuracies of previous versions, providing a reasonable representation of DNA duplexes, and canonical RNAs.47 However, in our hands, when
used for microsecond trajectories of B-DNA duplexes, the excessive end basepair fraying leads to the corruption of a significant number of base pairs
(see Figure 7.1). CHARMM36, as many other force fields, also has very serious
problems to describe some non-helical structures of DNA and RNA
(see Figure 7.2). Recently, MacKerell and co-workers developed a version of

Figure 7.1

Average structures from the last 50 ns of 1 ms simulations of Drew–
Dickerson dodecamer with diﬀerent force fields, compared to a highresolution NMR structure (PDB: 1NAJ). P. D. Dans, I. Ivani, How accurate
are accurate are accurate force-fields for B-DNS? Nucleic Acids Research,
2017, by permission of Oxford University Press.
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Average structures from last 50 ns of 1 ms simulations of an RNA hairpin
(GAAA tetraloop) using diﬀerent force fields. We show the disruption in
the loop region with residue A9 opening, compared with an X-Ray
structure (PDB: 1JJ2). Unpublished results.

the force field that incorporates a Drude’s oscillator term accounting for
polarisation eﬀects (the energy contribution arising from the mutual relaxation of electron distribution of interacting particles).48 The resulting force
field (CHARMM36pol) has been implemented in NAMD, and in our hands
implies an 8 increase in the computational cost of the simulation respect
to the non-polarised version (e.g. for a DNA dodecamer as that shown in
Figure 7.1 we obtained on average 8 ns day1 on 128 CPUs using the suggested implementation of Drude model in NAMD code).48,49 In our opinion,
CHARMM36pol is a milestone in the development of nucleic acids force
fields, as for the first time polarisable force fields are able to reproduce some
nucleic acids structures (like the B-DNA duplex) in the B100 ns regime.
However, more work is still needed to re-calibrate all the terms to the incorporation of polarisation, as CHARMM36pol leads to severe corruption of
even canonical DNAs when simulations approach the microsecond regime
(see Figure 7.1).
Parmbsc0,42,43 a local refinement of parm99 was the dominant force field
for a decade, and served as starting point for several improvements. Jurečka
and co-workers refined in a sequential way diﬀerent torsions such as the w,
e/z and very recently b.44,45,50,51 Some of these corrections are specific for
DNA or RNA, while others may apply for both families of nucleic acid.44,45,51
As expected, the resulting force fields lead to results of quality similar or
superior to those of parmbsc0 (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2), especially in the case
of loops and some other unusual DNA structures. The RNA-specific versions
available still have very serious problems to simulate some RNA motives,
leading in some cases to severe corruptions of the structure (see Figure 7.2).
In our hands, the latest refined version of Jurečka and co-workers’ force field
(OL15), which incorporates all the previous DNA refinements, provides
high-quality results for B-DNA (see Figure 7.1).51 Also in the DNA-realm
the Barcelona developers of parmbsc0 presented recently the parmbsc1 force
field,46 which was tested in more than one hundred structures of DNA,
providing results of extreme accuracy (in some cases of quality equal or
superior to models derived from experimental restraints for a large variety of
DNA motifs).46,52,53
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Even close to convergence, we believe that classical non-polarisable DNA
force fields still might require some refinement. For example, it has been
demonstrated that the last-generation force fields are able to fold some basic
DNA motives and distinguish between stable and unstable conformations of
DNA,46 but it is not clear if they will be able to reproduce in a systematic way
observable properties like melting temperature. Furthermore, it is not clear
whether or not currently used non-bonded terms, which have been unmodified for more than a decade, and that use very simple combination
rules can finely reproduce DNA–protein interactions. In fact, some authors
have pointed out intrinsic shortcomings in these terms that might need
specific correction. For example, Chen and Garcia54 and later Elcock’s
group55 have suggested that nucleobase–nucleobase stacking is overestimated in water by around 1 kcal mol1, proposing a linear scaling of the
van der Waals term. Unfortunately, the resulting force field is not well balanced and produces suboptimal results,46,52,53 but the issue of the potential
inaccuracy of the stacking and its impact on the structure of DNA is under
debate, as existing experimental evidence is quite contradictory.1,56,57 Similar criticisms have been raised by Case and co-workers,58 and by Cheatham’s
group59 on the accuracy of the phosphate non-bonded term, which might
aﬀect the quality of DNA–protein interactions. It is likely that, as the range of
applicability of MD simulations extends, and simulations reach multimicrosecond scales in a systematic way, more errors are going to emerge.
Force fields for RNA are still far in accuracy respect those for DNA, and
intense eﬀort is focused in this point. For example, Turner’s group used
NMR data on small systems to tune w torsion.60 Bussi’s group followed
similar strategies to correct some of the current AMBER torsional terms.61
Zgarbová and co-workers used high level QM to refine w torsion,62 while
Chen and Garcı́a, additionally to w refinement, scaled base stacking to successfully fold RNA hairpins.54 Cheatham’s group discussed inaccuracies of
current force fields based on exhaustive sampling of small loop structures
and provided valuable data for re-parameterisation eﬀorts.63 Moreover,
Shaw’s group has embarked on an ambitious project to implement a variety
of corrections into the RNA force field.64 Considering the similarity between
DNA and RNA, the poorer performance of RNA force fields might surprise a
non-expert, but there is little doubt that RNA conformational space is much
more complex and diﬃcult to represent than that of DNA. Two reasons exist:
(i) DNA structural universe is dominated by the double helix, while RNA
samples much more complex conformations, increasing the complexity of
the parameterisation process, (ii) the presence of the C2 0 OH group increases
dramatically the interrelationships between the diﬀerent degrees of freedom, adding more problems to the parameterisation.65
In any case, irrespective of the nucleic acids considered, it is very important to do not overestimate our expectations on classical 2-body force
fields, as there are many intrinsic problems in the basic formalism that will
always hamper their accuracy. For example, when nucleobases are stacked,
they move from a polar to an apolar environment. This implies a
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rearrangement of electron distribution that is completely ignored by twobody additive force fields. The use of atom-centered point charges is a cheap
and very powerful strategy, but comparison of classical and QM potentials
demonstrated their shortcomings in reproducing accurate electrostatic
interactions.66 The same criticism can be made on the use of rotationallyaveraged charges, which neglect intramolecular polarisation eﬀects coupled
with structural movements.67 Even if it is not discussed much, the ‘van der
Waals’ term includes a mixture of poorly defined interaction terms, some of
them anisotropic, i.e. impossible to reproduce by means of spherical
potentials. Finally, ions are a major source of trouble in nucleic acids
simulations, as they are diﬃcult to parameterise (experimental data on ion
solutions are typically quite inaccurate) and have an important impact in
nucleic acid properties.68–72 Refined two-body descriptions might be accurate for Na1 and K1,53 which are the most prevalent cations in physiological
conditions, but other ions can be much more diﬃcult to represent. For example, MacKerell and co-workers have suggested that Li1 requires the use of
polarisable force fields,69–71 and it is clear that bivalent ions are a serious
unsolved problem. For example, Mg21 is crucial to stabilise some RNA folds,
but its representation in classical simulations is very complex due to its
complex coordination pattern and its tendency to transfer charge to DNA.

7.4.3

Recent Examples of Force-field Studies of Nucleic Acids

The number of atomistic simulations of nucleic acids has been continuously
increasing since the late nineties. As an example, parmbsc0, one of the many
force fields available to simulate nucleic acids was cited in around 200 scientific papers during 2015. It is impossible to summarise here all the studies
where atomistic force fields have been used to explore diﬀerent aspects of
nucleic acids structure, properties and interactions. We will cite here only
a few examples of the type of studies that are been published in the field.
(See ref. 1, 35–39 for a more detailed discussion.)
The representation of physical properties of duplex DNA has been a recurrent topic of research in the field, not only for their intrinsic interest for
the understanding DNA function, but because this information is crucial in
the parameterisation of coarse-grain models (see below). We will cite here for
its impact on the scientific community the works of the Ascona B-DNA
consortium (ABC) that raised severe criticisms to the prevalent nearneighbour harmonic models of DNA deformation.41,73,74 Their work showed
the existence of bimodal distributions of some helical degrees of freedom, as
well as the importance of, at least, tetramer eﬀect.73,74 Other authors have
explored similar concepts finding hidden correlations between DNA polymorphism and ion exchange, which can explain induce fit mechanisms in
DNA recognition.68 Base flipping, a special type of anharmonicity, has been
extensively studied by diﬀerent groups,53,59,75–77 due to its essential role in
many biological activities of DNA, for example, in replication, transcription
and repair. The response of DNA to mechanical perturbations has been
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widely studied by diﬀerent authors.
Examples are the study of how
mechanical distortion induced by the presence of mismatches78 or the
binding of proteins79,80 are transmitted along the DNA, the study of curvature,81,82 the coupling of elemental degrees of freedom as a response to
mechanical perturbation,68,83 or the intrinsic limits of the elastic response to
DNA deformation.81–83 Quite surprisingly, despite some old studies84–87 little
has been done to systematically study the physical properties of RNA duplexes and DNA–RNA hybrids. However, it is clear that RNA duplexes are
more rigid than the equivalent DNA duplexes and that DNA–RNA hybrids
show an intermediate behaviour with a clear DNA–RNA asymmetry.86,87
Moreover, is it well characterised that single stranded regions of RNA can
act as hinge points for functionally-relevant movements in RNA.88 However,
there is a surprising lack of systematic studies on RNA physical properties,
probably due to the still sub-optimal quality of RNA force fields.
Classical MD simulations have been largely used to study large conformational transitions and this field is expected to increase as new computers and codes approach the simulation regime to the millisecond scale.
Examples of nucleic acids folding and unfolding have been reported,
showing excellent results in those cases where folding landscape is simple
and folding happens in the microsecond time scale.51,89–92 The transitions
between alternative states of duplex DNA have been a topic of interest for
decades (for reviews on this topic see ref. 2, 35, 36), and as the biasing
strategies are improved, simulations extended, and force fields refined,
more accurate representations of diﬀerent transitions such as: the Watson–
Crick2Hoogsteen,93,94 the B2A95 and the B2Z96 transitions have been
described. The impact of environment on nucleic acid properties has been
also analysed in some details by means of atomistic MD simulations.
For example, diﬀerent studies have been focused on the impact of full
dehydration on DNA structure,97–100 the eﬀect of amine cations on duplex
structure and stability,101–103 the pH-dependent role of chemical denaturants,89,104 the structure of nucleic acids in apolar environments,105 or in
media of biotechnological interest, such as silica or grapheme.106,107
All these studies illustrate the power of atomistic MD simulations, but
caution is needed as force fields were calibrated to reproduce aqueous environments and their transferability to other solvents has not been always
demonstrated.
MD simulations are deeply used to study, a variety of unusual nucleic
acids, including diﬀerent helical conformations of both DNA and
RNA45,108–114 and a myriad of non-helical RNA motifs such as loops, hairpins, ribozymes, riboswitches and transfer RNAs.54,63,115–122 For its
biological relevance, small RNA hairpins have been deeply studied as model
elements of more complex structures.116–118 Nevertheless, these systems stay
challenging for most of force fields (see Figure 7.2). We believe that the
community needs to create an accepted ontology of unusual nucleic acids
structures, and use it to explore systematically the reliability of diﬀerent
force fields on unusual structures. Big data initiatives such as BigNASim123
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constitute one step forward in this direction as they favour data sharing
providing unbiased expert information on the expected quality of a given
simulation. Protocols for nucleic acid parameterisation are quite well defined, which has encouraged researchers to perform simulations with nucleic acids containing non-coding nucleotides, for example those very
prevalent in transfer RNAs,121 those originated from UV damage, oxidative
or deamination stress,124–128 or simply those that can have biotechnological impact as they confer stability to certain structures or modify their
physicochemical properties.129–131 A specially exciting use of MD in this
area is in the study of epigenetic variants of DNA, as these studies might
clarify why apparently innocuous changes (for example cytosine methylation) can produce such dramatic alterations in DNA functionality.132–139
Even with its obvious interest, this type of study needs to be taken with
caution, as in some cases parameterisation can be more complex than
anticipated.
A growing interest exists in studying protein–nucleic acid complexes, as
proteins mediate many of the nucleic acid functionalities. There are a
countless number of studies of protein–nucleic acids complexes. Some of
these studies are centered in determining the basic thermodynamic and
kinetic mechanisms of nucleic acid–protein recognition,140–146 while others
are centered in the description of especially relevant complexes, among
them those involving DNA packing, repairing and editing of nucleic
acids.147–153 Although RNA force fields are robust enough to reliable represent some RNA–protein complexes,154 for most complexes this remains a
challenging task.155 We can expect an even larger explosion of this type of
projects in the future, but again caution is required, since the excellent
ability of the last generation of atomistic force fields to describe naked nucleic acids might not be extrapolated to the representation of complexes,
where small unbalances in the interaction energies between protein and
nucleic acids can lead to significant errors. Community eﬀorts to evaluate
the level of accuracy of current force fields would be crucial in the advance of
the field, as the works of the Ascona B-DNA consortium (see above) were
instrumental to derive the last generation of DNA force fields.

7.5 The Coarse-grain Approach
When the time- or length-scales accessible to atomistic MD simulations
fall short for the biological/technological questions that need to be
addressed, the immediate next level of theory that can be used to reduce
the computational cost is based on the simplification of the energy functional and on the reduction of degrees of freedom by grouping atoms in
‘beads’. The resulting models are called ‘coarse-grained’ (CG), an ambiguous term that refers to rather diﬀerent modelling approaches. In the
present section, the focus is placed on the family of particle-based CG
(pbCG) models, which are typically used in combination with standard
structural sampling methods.
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Basic Methodological Description

The driving idea behind any CG approach is to simplify the system representation by neglecting dispensable information to answer a given question.
For example, the specific interaction of a phosphate oxygen with a counter
ion might be important in some types of studies, but in many others, it is not
so relevant as long as the average distribution function of the ion around the
phosphate group is properly reproduced, i.e. a correct representation of the
eﬀective electrostatic potential of the phosphate group is obtained. Thus, we
might substitute specific atoms (phosphate atoms, counterions and water in
this case) by eﬀective beads whose interaction potentials are parameterised
to reproduce the desired property. Such parameterisation can be done by
choosing either a physically-based, statistically-based or mixed-based energy
function that dictates the ensemble properties of the system. This short-cut
favours computational eﬃciency in three possible ways: (i) it reduces the
number of pair-wise interactions to compute, (ii) it allows for larger time
steps for the integration of the equations of motion, and (iii) it facilitates
diﬀusion in the energy landscape by reducing friction. In the nucleic acids
pbCG modelling area several diﬀerent simplification approaches have been
proposed ranging from models using one to up to eight eﬀective beads to
represent each nucleotide. Table 7.1 summarises the most recent and/or
used pbCG models available for DNA and RNA. For DNA, although highly
simplified models have been proposed (five beads to represent four
nucleotides in a base-pair step156 or one bead per nucleotide157), 6–8 beads
per nucleotide are most frequently used.158–163 Thus, allowing more
flexibility in the backbone (1–3 beads) and sugar (1–2 beads), and more
interaction sites in the base (3–6 beads). In addition, the positioning of the
beads in these more detailed models tends to be chosen so that they capture
the atomistic positioning and connectivity. (Figure 7.3). In the case of RNA,
the formalisms used are similar, but the motivation for pbCG development
has been somewhat diﬀerent. While in the case of DNA the main interest has
been the study of the dynamical properties of the fibre, the main interest in
RNA has been to predict folding (see next section for further details), which
implies diﬀerent parameterization processes used in pbCG models of DNA
compared to RNA.
In terms of the description of the functional energy of the system (i.e.
the parameterisation), two main approaches have proven successful: the topdown158,160–163,165–173 and the bottom-up.156,157,159,174 In the top-down
approach a set of thermodynamic and/or structural measurements are
defined as target metrics for fitting the parameters of a pre-defined set of
eﬀective beads. Alternatively, the bottom-up approach is formally based on
the idea that the many-body potential of mean force (PMF) of a selected CG
representation for a given system is completely determined by its atomistic
representation and the coarse-graining map. As the entanglement of interactions in a many-body system is impossible to solve, in practice pair-wise
PMF calculations are used in an iterative manner, by means of iterative
inverse Boltzmann (e.g. Vercauteren’s model157) or inverse Monte Carlo

3 beads (bb.: 2;
base: 1)

6/7 beads (bb.: 3;
base: 3Y/4R)

6–8 beads (bb.: 2;
base: 4C/5G, T/
6A)
6/7 beads (bb.: 5;
base: 1Y/2R)

BioModi183/
Nguyen

MARTINI158/
Marrink

UNRES213/
Scheraga

HiRe-DNA160
Derreumaux

3 beads (bb.: 2;
base: 1)

Rigid body (with
5 interaction
sites)
6 beads (bb.: 3;
base: 3)

32 (16 bp)

60 (ssDNA)
120 (60 bp)

40 (ssDNA)
200 (100 bp)

350 (ssDNA)
64 (32 bp)

144 (ssDNA)
2980 (1490 bp)

208 (104 bp)

12 400 (6200 bp)

Number of beads
per nucleotide
Max. num. nt

3SPN.0/1/2/
2C167,168,173,211,212/
de Pablo

SIRAH162,163/
Pantano

DNA
OxDNA169–172/
Ouldridge

Name/dev. group

Top-down

Top-down/
bottomup þ
elastic
network
Bottom-up/
top-down

Top-down

Top-down

Top-down

Top-down

Type of
potential

Implicit

Implicit/
Debye–Hückel

Explicit

Implicit/
Debye–Hückel

Implicit
(þ500 nM
added salt)
Explicit or
implicit/
Debye–Hückel
Implicit/
Debye–Hückel

Environment

Meant for:

Dynamical
properties
(ssDNA; ddDNA).
Water, ions and Dynamical
proteins
properties
(ssDNA; dsDNA).
No
Dynamical
properties
(ssDNA; dsDNA;
confined DNA).
Proteins and
Dynamical
polymers
properties
(ssDNA; dsDNA;
crowded systems).
Dynamical
Water, ions,
properties
lipids,
(ssDNA; dsDNA).
carbohydrates,
polymers,
proteins
Proteins, DNA
Dynamical
(coarser:
properties
NARES-2P)
(ssDNA; dsDNA).
RNA
Folding.

No

Compatible
molecules

Table 7.1 Features of the most widely used or recently proposed pbCG models for nucleic acids (bb: ribose-phosphate backbone,
R: purine and Y: pyrimidine).
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5 beads (bb: 2;
base: 1)

1 bead (bb: 1)

Ren2013196

YUP188/
Harvey

5 beads (bb: 2;
base: 1)

SIRAH scheme

Stachiewicz and
Molski161

RNA
Ren2010193

1 bead

76

122

27

—

1000 (500 bp)

5 beads (base pair 400 (200 bp)
step:
phosphates: 4
beads;
sugars þ bases:
1 bead)
2 beads (bb.: 1;
200 (ssDNA)
base: 1)

Number of beads
per nucleotide
Max. num. nt

Vercauteren157

Aksimentiev174

Nordenskiöld

156

Name/dev. group

Table 7.1 (Continued)

Top-down

Top-down

Top-down

Top-down

Bottom-up

Compatible
molecules

Implicit

Implicit/ Debye–
Hückel

Implicit

Explicit
(MARTINI)

No

Mg21

No

Water and ions

Implicit þ explicit Ions
ions

No

Implicit þ explicit Ions
ions

Environment

Bottom-up/ Implicit
Top-down

Bottom-up

Type of
potential

Structure
prediction.
Dynamical
properties.
Structure
prediction.
Dynamical
properties.
Structure
prediction.

Dynamical
properties
(dsDNA).
Dynamical
properties (linear
and circular
dsDNA).
Dynamical
properties
(dsDNA).

Dynamical
properties
(dsDNA).

Meant for:
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1 bead (base: 1)

6/7 beads (bb: 3;
base: 3Y/4R)

MARTINI178/
Marrink

Top-down
o50 (ab initio) 161
using base-pairing
and HRP
experimental
restraints.
o50 (unless including Top-down
secondary structure
information)
4793 (Thermus
Top-down/
thermophilus
bottom70S ribosome)
up þ
elastic
network

Top-down

36

Top-down

o50

Top-down

Top-down

76

Top-down

103 (structure
stability) 102
(folding)
12

Rigid body (with
5 interaction
sites)
3 beads (bb: 2;
base: 1)

5 beads (bb: 2;
base: 3) þ a
virtual point on
the base þ 3D
cubic grid
5 beads (bb:
2; base: 3)
6/7 beads
(bb:4; base:
1/2)
3 beads (bb: 2;
base: 1)

Top-down

160

1 bead (bb: 1)

FARNA190/
Das and Baker

IfoldRNA202,203/
Dokholyan

RNAkb192/
Levitt
HiRe-RNA164/
Derreumaux

SimRNA191
Brujnicki

TOPRNA215/
Brooks

NAST189/
Jonikas
OxRNA214/
Ouldridge

Explicit

Implicit

Implicit/
Debye–Hückel

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

Implicit

Structural
prediction.

Structure
prediction.
Folding and
structure
prediction.
Folding dynamics
and structure
prediction.

Dynamical
properties
(topological
constraints of
secondary
motifs).
Folding dynamics
and structure
prediction.

Structure
prediction.
Folding. Dynamical
properties.

Dynamical
Water, ions,
properties
lipids,
(ssRNA; dsRNA).
carbohydrates,
polymers,
proteins

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Figure 7.3

Example of pbCG model (HiRe-RNA) showing the positioning and
connectivity of the model.
Reprinted with permission from S. Pasquali and P. Derreumaux, J. Phys.
Chem. B, 2010, 114, 11957. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

(e.g. Nordenskiöld156) procedures, to obtain the eﬀective beads parameters.
Often this parameterisation approach is supplemented with experimental
data for further refinement.174 For both approximations, the functional form
of the energy is very simple: harmonic potentials to represent bonded
interactions and Lennard–Jones and Coulomb-like potentials to represent
non-bonded interactions.156,158–160,162,163,166 Solvent screening is typically
accounted for by continuum electrostatic models such as the Debye–Hückel
approach, although some authors represent solvent by defining some kind
of explicit water/ion beads.158,163
In some cases, the pbCG force field for nucleic acids has been developed
in the context of more comprehensive, biologically (or technologically)
oriented force fields, which means that compatibility with models for other
bio-macromolecules is an additional requisite. A few examples are the
widespread used MARTINI force field,175 which in addition to proteins,176,177
nucleic acids158,178 and also carbohydrates,179 has one of the most diverse
set of models for lipids.180,181 The UNRES model developed in Scheraga’s
group,182 the unified BioModi CG force field,183 and the SIRAH pbCG force
field162,163,184 are other examples. It is also worth mentioning some eﬀorts
for mixing atomistic and coarse grain models to study nucleic acids
dynamics as, for example, the AMBER/SIRAH DNA representation proposed
by Machado and co-workers185 or the adaptive resolution approach
(AdResS186) from Praprotnik’s group, which combines the AMBER force field
to represent the DNA with a mixture of TIP3P and their own CG model for
water that interchange solvent resolution when close to the DNA.187

7.5.2

Coarse-grained Methods for Predicting RNA Structures

Despite the rather small chemical diﬀerences between DNA and RNA, the
conformational diversity they present is notable. While DNA is found mainly
as double stranded structures able to form extremely large assemblies, RNA
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shows a great diversity of motifs which combine single stranded and double
stranded segments glued by long range contacts that collapse the linear
sequence into complex three-dimensional structures. This diﬀerence explains the separated routes taken for DNA or RNA CG development, as the
final objectives of the models are diﬀerent i.e. predicting duplex properties
in DNA while predicting the structure in RNA. The development of RNA
structure prediction methods has been fuelled by the increasing gap between the amount of RNA sequence information and the number of RNA
structures solved by NMR, X-ray crystallography or cryo-electron microscopy.
This has encouraged the development of RNA CG models ranging from
highly simplified ones using only one bead per nucleotide like YUP,188
NAST189 or FARNA,190 to more detailed models using up to six or seven beads
per nucleotide like SimRNA,191 RNAkb,192 HiRe-RNA164 or Ren et al.
model193 (see Table 7.1 for details). Irrespective of the resolution level, accurate results are diﬃcult to obtain, with most predictions showing large
RMSD values from the experimental structure,194 which illustrates the
complexity of the problem. Fortunately, when these approaches are supplemented with knowledge about the 2D and 3D contacts, the performance
improves substantially. One example is the one bead per nucleotide NAST
model developed by Jonikas and co-workers,189 which is based on molecular
dynamics simulations, and uses a knowledge-based statistical potential
function supplemented with secondary structure information. The biggest
strength of NAST is that it allows for the modelling of rather large, e.g.
160 nt, RNA molecules (as a reference consider that the average size of a
tRNA molecule is B75 nt). Recently, NAST has been combined with tertiary
contact data based on co-evolution.195 This approach allows for the prediction of all-atom structures of representatives of five RNA families (70–120 nt
with at least one long-range contact) with RMSD values of 7–10 Å, which is
far better than the average RMSD obtained from pure in silico methods
(B20 Å) for similarly long sequences.194 In the case of short sequences
(o50 nt), good predictions with RMSD values in the range of 2–4 Å are
achieved by the most detailed models like HiRe-RNA,164 the model proposed
by Ren’s group193 or the very recent SimRNA.191 The latter has also stood out
for its ability to accurately predict both secondary structure and global conformation of pseudoknots, and, as a potential method to investigate intermediate states in the folding dynamics.191 Also worth mentioning is a recent
model developed in Ren’s group where the energy functional was improved by
including Debye–Hückel electrostatics and hydrogen-bond terms.196 This new
model not only has the ability to fold short sequences (o30 nt; RMSD B4 Å),
but can also capture the structure of long sequence RNAs (e.g. the 5S ribosome) using NMR and SAXS restraints. In addition, it allows for the explicit
treatment of ions, which was proven to aid in the folding of pseudoknots.196
This is an example of a modelling trend that has received much attention
in the last years, in which inclusion of experimental restraints on pbCGbased folding simulations is used to improve the conformational sampling,
which is most important for long RNA predictions.197–199 Besides NMR or
SAXS restraints, other examples of guiding experimental inputs include
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sequence covariance analysis, and foot-printing approaches like selective
2 0 -hydroxyl acylation analysed by primer extension (SHAPE) for secondary
structure prediction,201 or hydroxyl radical probing method (HRP) that accounts for solvent accessibility.197 From these experiments base-pairing and/
or solvent accessibility information can be obtained and integrated into
pbCG simulation protocols. That is the case of the iFoldRNAv2 engine202
that combines a three-bead model representing the phosphate, sugar and
nucleobase in RNA (see Table 7.1) with discrete molecular dynamics (dMD)
simulations.203 A striking improvement in the accuracy of this method is
achieved when the pbCG model is supplemented with experimental basepairing and HRP restraints, allowing the authors to go from a poor structural
prediction (RMSD B32 Å without restraints) to a remarkable RMSD value of
B8 Å for a complex system like the M-box riboswitch (161 nt).202
Following an alternative motivation for RNA pbCG development, that is,
not aimed at structural prediction but to provide RNA models that preserve
stable conformations in molecular simulations, an extension of the
MARTINI forcefield to RNA has recently been published.178 This model is
analogous to the MARTINI DNA representation (6–7 beads per nucleotide),
with slight bead type and position modifications to account for the presence
of the ribose 2 0 -OH group and the loss of the methyl group in uracil as
compared to thymine. Similar to its DNA counterpart, this model requires
the usage of elastic networks to maintain RNA stable conformations, thus
cannot be used to study processes involving extensive conformational
changes. However, being developed in the framework of the comprehensive
MARTINI forcefield, it allows for the simulations of intermolecular interactions between RNA and proteins, lipids or other stable nucleic acids
motifs. This becomes even more appealing considering the explicit treatment of the solvent and ions inherent to the MARTINI forcefield. Although
beyond the pbCG framework, and thus not described in any detail here,
other powerful theoretical approaches for RNA structure prediction can be
found in the literature. Some examples are the graph formalism by Schlick’s
group,204–207 the probabilistic model (BARNACLE) devised by Hamelryck and
co-workers,208 the atomistic approaches followed by the Wales’ group in the
exploration of the free energy landscape of hairpins209 or the PDB based ‘stopmotion modelling’ folding method from the group of Bussi.210 All of these, and
also the previously described methods, still face many challenges, for example,
those derived from the interaction of RNA with ions, peptides or proteins, or
the presence, in some cases, of a variety of non-coding nucleobases.

7.6 Mesoscopic Models
At the nuclear organisation level, eukaryotic DNA is present in the form of
chromatin, where 147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped B1.7 times around a
histone protein octamer forming the nucleosome, which connected by linker
DNA define the chromatin fibre. The string of nucleosomes can reach different types and levels of compaction not just related to its intrinsic
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organisation, but also due to constraints of the cellular environment.
Compaction of chromatin is crucial in normal cellular functioning, it being
one of the main mechanisms allowing the cell to react in front of external
stimuli. This explains the magnitude of the eﬀort, both experimental and
theoretical focused in the understanding of chromatin structure and dynamics. Current knowledge assumes that structuration of chromatin is hierarchical: the nucleosome fibre is partially or totally compacted into a polymer
of 30 nm width (Bkb range), but other levels are dictated by cellular activity. It
is clear that the overall level of compaction of chromatin is highly regulated
and plastic, as less compact regions concentrate highly expressed genes.
Representation of the global chromatin structure is complex, and
computational methods are becoming invaluable to bridge noisy and fuzzy
low-resolution experiments with structural models that help us to visualise
the internal structure of eukaryotic nuclei. In this chapter, we first want to
introduce a basic methodological description of computational chromatin
models. Then we look more into detail on representative models of the two
resolution levels, nucleosome fibre models and chromosome models.

7.6.1

Basic Methodological Description

Because of the highly complex environment in the cell nucleus, and the large
size of the DNA there, computational models cannot capture all factors involved in chromatin condensation and cannot achieve anything close to
atomistic resolution. Also, currently a single computational model cannot
cover yet the whole range of resolution levels of chromatin compaction. Two
types of models exist covering chromatin properties at diﬀerent length
scales: (i) nucleosome fibre simulations in the kb range and (ii) chromosome
simulations in the Mb–Gb range. No matter of the resolution scale of both
model types known experimental properties of chromatin fibres are used to
derive, parametrise and adapt the models. The shorter the simulated chromatin chain is the higher can be the level of detail applied to the model, and
the smaller the need of experimental information. However, even for the
simulation of a few dozens of nucleosomes experimental input is still required to obtain meaningful results.
In the nucleosome fibre models, known physical properties of the nucleosome core particle and linker DNA (derived from experimental data or
from atomistic simulations in reduced systems) are used to derive DNA
deformation parameters as well as coarse-grained electrostatic and steric
potentials. It is common for example in nucleosome fibre models to base the
coarse-grained representation of the nucleosome on its experimentally
determined X-ray structure,216 and the properties of the simulated nucleosome fibre can be cross-validated with other experiments.217 In recent nucleosome fibre models parameters such as the ionic environment, the DNA
linker length, the presence and absence of linker histones, or the existence
of post-translational histone modifications can be included to resemble the
in vivo situation as close as possible.149,218
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In the case of chromosome models the parametrisation follows a diﬀerent
approach. While the basis of nucleosome fibre modelling is taking into account atomistic properties of its constituents the chromosome models are
usually based on polymer physics. A monomer unit of a chromosome model
can comprise from less than 1 kb up to several kb. Intra- and inter-chain
interactions can be adjusted according to experiments mapping small-scale
chromatin properties or the organisation of the whole genome such as
Hi-C,219 cryo-EM,220 FISH221 or STORM.222

7.6.2

Nucleosome Fibre Simulations

The nucleosome fibre models take the accurate atomistic description of the
constituents of chromatin and transfers it into a coarse-grained model. This
allows to probe the structure of the chromatin fibre at the kb level, while
having a method that maintains solid roots in the rigorous formalism of
physical atomistic models. Among the diﬀerent approaches used we comment here the six-angle model, where the nucleosome is represented as a
rigid object with three rotational degrees of freedom. Three angles describe
the linker DNA path between two consecutive nucleosomes, the remaining
three angles determine the nucleosome orientation relative to the incoming
and outgoing linker DNA223 (see Figure 7.4). Inter-nucleosome interactions

Figure 7.4

Schematic representation of the six-angle model. The nucleosomes are
represented as cylinders connected by linker DNA which is composed of
elastic pieces (depicted as springs) of length l. The angles d, e and j
describe the orientation of the nucleosome with respect to the incoming
and outgoing linker DNA while the angles a, b and g describe the DNA
path between two consecutive nucleosomes.
Reprinted from Biophysical Journal, Vol. 98, R. Stehr, R. Schöpflin,
R. Ettig, N. Kepper, K. Rippe and G. Wedemann, 2010, 98, Exploring
the Conformational Space of Chromatin Fibres and Their Stability by
Numerical Dynamic Phase Diagrams, 1028, Copyright 2010, with permissions from Elsevier.
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are represented by a spherocylindrically shaped potential. This model is
among others used to relate the geometric phase space to the energy associated with a given chromatin conformation by numerical phase diagrams.224 Another model represents the nucleosome core as an irregular
surface with a set of Debye–Hückel charges along with flexible histone tails
and linker histones.225 The linker DNA is described as the histone tails and
linker histones by a worm-like chain. With this model, for example, the
impact of nucleosome repeat lengths, linker histones, or core histone
modifications on the chromatin compaction has been determined.149,218
Recent developments move towards a more sequence-dependent description
of linker flexibility, which can be deduced from the use of elastic deformation parameters derived from atomistic simulations of all possible unique
tetramers.

7.6.3

Chromosome Simulations

Chromosome simulations are usually done by means of physical polymer
fibre models, or in some cases by even simpler models which assume an
infinitely deformable continuum string, whose conformation is modified to
fulfil known experimental restraints. There are several possibilities to
introduce chromatin interactions known to exist by experimental measures
in the calculation. One can, for example, assign specific attractive interchain interactions between monomers in certain regions with the same
epigenetic mark,226 capturing then the nature of the epigenomic domains
characterised experimentally. Another possibility is to add diﬀusive binders
which can interact (with the same or diﬀerent aﬃnity) with a fraction of the
monomers in the polymer chain (see Figure 7.5).227 This type of simulation
can incorporate chromatin folding data obtained by chromosome conformational capture experiments219 or FISH.221 Similarly, other polymer
models use spatial elastic constraints to promote random looping along the
chromatin fibre to create a linearly compressed array of consecutive chromatin, which has been useful to reproduce 5C and Hi-C data on the organisation of the human mitotic chromosome.228
Chromatin simulation is the ultimate challenge for DNA simulation
groups, as when dealing with structures that can reach centimetre scale,
atomistic or even normal coarse-grain models cannot be used, and simpler
multi-resolution methods need to be applied. Interesting results are being
obtained by combining two models: (i) nucleosome fibre models that can
be easily connected with pure physical models with roots in atomistic
simulations and (ii) chromosome models that can be validated by recent
experimental data on global eukaryotic nuclear structure. The field is still in
its first stages of development, but we can envision a situation where the
user can zoom into the genome starting at a coarse view onto the whole
nucleus, then reaching single chromosome resolution at the Mb level up to
nucleosome level, or why not even up to atomistic resolution.
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The ‘strings and binders switch model’ uses a self-avoiding worm-like
chain where a fraction of the monomers (blue) can act as a binding site
for diﬀusive binders (red).
Reprinted from M. Barbieri, M. Chotalia, J. Fraser, L.-M. Lavitas,
J. Dostie, A. Pombo, et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 2012, 109,
16173. With permission from PNAS.

7.7 Conclusions
We have reviewed some of the latest developments and applications of
theoretical methods to study nucleic acids (NAs), from the detailed electronic structure of the basic structural units in RNA and DNA to the
chromosome dynamics with mesoscopic approaches. The notorious improvement of both computation power and algorithms has allowed the addressing of increasingly complex studies regarding NA structure, dynamics,
and function, in close integration with experimental data. Since the theoretical methods and computers are in constant evolution we can envision a
near future where the multiscale nature of NAs would be eﬃciently tackled.
Moreover, all these theoretical approaches will be harmonically integrated
and applied to gain a holistic view of these complex biomolecules.
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